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Emerging 
Key Ideas and Details
 

 
Craft and Structure
 

 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
 

Standard IXL skills

Identify main ideas 1. Use key details to determine the main idea   DTM

2. Determine the main idea of a passage   23G

Identify text details 1. Identify story elements   EUE

Make simple inferences 1. Read realistic fiction with illustrations   YQT

2. Read about art, music, and traditions   WST

Identify character development 1. Use actions and dialogue to understand
characters   6LN

Standard IXL skills

Identify the structure and purpose of passages 1. Identify the purpose of a text   QX6

2. Identify text structures   ZC2

Identify supporting details 1. Read about animals   ATS

Use context clues 1. Determine the meaning of words using
synonyms in context   5EM

2. Use context to identify the meaning of a
word   FP7

Identify author's perspective

Standard IXL skills

Identify explicit and implicit claims 1. Trace an argument   6EA

Differentiate between fact and opinion 1. Distinguish facts from opinions   7GS

Identify how fact and opinion influence text 1. Identify an author's statement of opinion   RAE
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Compare texts 1. Compare and contrast in informational
texts   QZW
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Close 
Key Ideas and Details
 

 
Craft and Structure
 

Standard IXL skills

Connect main ideas across a text 1. Determine the main idea of a passage   R2C

Summarize passages 1. Summarize a story   Q2K

Identify text details 1. Identify the narrative point of view   TTM

2. Read graphic organizers   KCS

Make simple inferences 1. Draw inferences from a text   SE6

2. Read historical fiction   A7S

3. Read passages about sports and hobbies   CMM

Identify character development 1. Read fantasy   YGD

Standard IXL skills

Identify author's purpose 1. Identify the author's purpose   GEU

Identify how text contributes to character
development

1. Use actions and dialogue to understand
characters   6LN

Use context clues 1. Find words using context   LQN

2. Determine the meaning of idioms from context:
set 1   FQN

Identify supporting details 1. Read about history   GLR
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Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
 

Standard IXL skills

Identify explicit and implicit claims 1. Trace an argument   A9H

Differentiate between fact and opinion 1. Distinguish facts from opinions   F94

Identify how fact and opinion influence text 1. Identify an author's statement of opinion   RAE

Compare and contrast texts to support claims 1. Compare information from two texts   G7K
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Ready 
Key Ideas and Details
 

 
Craft and Structure
 

Standard IXL skills

Connect main ideas across a text 1. Combine main ideas from two texts   94B

Summarize passages 1. Determine the order of events in informational
texts   2QZ

Make inferences 1. Analyze short stories   RJL

2. Read about science and nature   KJZ

Draw conclusions about character development 1. Read realistic fiction   7CL

Standard IXL skills

Relate text structure to author's purpose and
meaning

1. Identify text structures   6G9

2. Match causes and effects in informational
texts   F7K

3. Match problems with their solutions   WGB

Use context clues 1. Determine the meaning of idioms from context:
set 2   42L

2. Determine the meaning of words using
synonyms in context   GYH

3. Determine the meaning of words using
antonyms in context   R7J

4. Use context to identify the meaning of a
word   5UB

5. Interpret figures of speech   FWM

Differentiate between multiple perspectives 1. Compare and contrast points of view   UQR
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Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
 

Standard IXL skills

Identify explicit and implicit claims 1. Trace an argument   A9H

Differentiate between fact and opinion 1. Distinguish facts from opinions   F94

Identify how fact and opinion influence text 1. Identify an author's statement of opinion   QZV

Compare and contrast texts 1. Compare two texts with different genres   KVP

Compare and contrast topics or characters 1. Compare and contrast characters   Z6G

2. Compare information from two texts   G7K

Cite text evidence 1. Identify supporting details in informational
texts   23B

2. Identify supporting details in literary texts   6FM
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Exceeding 
Key Ideas and Details
 

 
Craft and Structure
 

Standard IXL skills

Connect main ideas across a text 1. Read about science and nature   H5Q

Summarize passages 1. Determine the order of events in informational
texts   2QZ

Make inferences 1. Match the quotations with their themes   4J8

2. Determine the themes of short stories   BDD

Analyze character development 1. Analyze short stories   AVK

Standard IXL skills

Relate text structure to author's purpose 1. Analyze the effects of figures of speech on
meaning and tone   M8D

Relate text structure and tone 1. Which sentence is more formal?   R5Q

2. Compare passages for tone   ZBZ

Relate narrative voice to author's purpose 1. Identify the narrative point of view   TTM

Use context clues 1. Vocabulary review: Trace an argument   U9R

2. Determine the meaning of domain-specific
words with pictures   N5K

3. Interpret the meaning of an allusion from its
source   GZF

Differentiate between multiple perspectives 1. Compare and contrast points of view   UQR
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Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
 

Standard IXL skills

Analyze how text evidence supports claims 1. Trace an argument   5LX

Identify how fact and opinion influence text 1. Identify an author's statement of opinion   QZV

Compare and contrast texts 1. Compare information from two texts   UYD

Compare and contrast topics or characters 1. Compare and contrast characters   Z6G

Cite text evidence 1. Identify supporting details in informational
texts   LZS

2. Identify supporting details in literary texts   W8V
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